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Use of this material

This presentation is provided by the Conservation Coaches Network, through the support of 
several individuals who formed a virtual training team, in collaboration with the Conservation 
Measures Partnership. We welcome others into this group as we offer additional trainings. 

Use of this Material: 
Our main interest is to contribute to your conservation coaching practice, so we encourage you 
to apply what you learned and share your lessons with our CCNet community, so we can all 
continue learning.
This work is shared under the conditions of a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 
International License. This means that you may take the content and adapt or modify it as you 
see fit, provided you a) reference the original presentation (but not in any way that suggests 
that CCNet or CMP endorse this derived work), and b) issue the derived work under a similar 
Creative Commons license or equivalent. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This webinar is being offered as a response to the need we all face to conduct our work virtually. This session was collectively put together by a small working group formed by colleagues from the Conservation Coaches Network and the Conservation Measures Partnership. Our presenters today are Marcia Brown and Cristina Lasch. Marcia is a Senior Program Officer with FOS, where she leads training and capacity building efforts for conservation programs in strategic planning and monitoring and evaluation. She is based in the USA and has extensive experience training and coaching teams in the Conservation Standards in many parts of the world.Cristina is a Conservation Planning and Adaptation Lead with TNC and serves as CCNet’s Operations Coordinator.  She is based in Mexico and has extensive experience training and coaching teams in the Conservation Standards in many parts of the world.We also have a support team who will be keeping track of chat box responses and who will be available to troubleshoot technical problems. These are all experienced conservation coaches: Felix Cybulla (independent -based in Germany), two Australian colleagues Natalie Holland (TNC) and Clair Dougherty (Bush Heritage Australia), and Caroline Stem (FOS) and Olivia MIllard (TNC) - both based in the USA).



About GoToMeeting

1. After connecting your computer screen, call in using your computer 
audio (VOIP) or phone.  Don’t use both or you’ll get noisy audio feedback!

2. You can turn on your webcam here.

3. In the chat box, you can send a message to the 
whole group or a specific participant.  We will put the 
link to the Google Slides in the chat box.

4. You can mute or unmute yourself here (on 
green phone or microphone symbol).

5. Pressing on the orange box with the arrow will hide 
/ unhide the GoToMeeting Control Panel



Ground Rules

Everyone has something to contribute
● No one knows everything, together we know a lot
● Share the air – concise interventions

Participate
● Use chat to ask questions during presentations
● Use hand signals to communicate
● Follow an organized system so each person can participate

Be present (as best as you can)
● Find a quiet space to participate
● Video on (except when eating, or when bandwidth is weak)
● Minimize distractions  - don’t check your phone, email, etc.

Engage in productive conversations
● Be curious and listen for understanding (open mind,  defer judgment)
● Tough love - Hard on ideas, easy on people 

Care for yourself, others, and your commu
● Take care of your needs and of anyone you are caring for
● Honor confidentiality: keep the lesson and don’t share sensitive 

details.
● Use the mute button to reduce  background noise

Ready and focused
● Test technology and address issues
● Respect the clock
● Remember expected outcomes
● Agree to realistic commitments

Let’s make the most of our time together
● Take a deep breath, you are not alone
● Ask questions, we will get you answers
● Share your thoughts and feelings with each other
● Co-own the experience - Tell your hosts or presenters if 

something isn’t working or can be improved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just as in an in-person meeting, virtual meetings run better if your group agrees to a set of “Ground Rules” which serve as “meeting norms” or “standards” for your meetings. Ideally when coaching a team, you would dedicate some time to develop and discuss these ground rules together, because for them to work, people need to own them. Here we provide some examples. Meeting norms should be shared with your agenda at the top of your meeting, and you can refer people to them to reinforce different behaviors to improve your virtual meetings. Short lists (max 6-8 things) are best. Everyone has something to contributeNo one knows everything, together we know a lotShare the air – concise interventionsParticipateUse chat to ask questions during presentationsUse hand signals to communicateBe present (as best as you can)Sit in a quiet environmentVideo on (except when eating, or when bandwidth is weak)Minimize distractions  - don’t check your phone, email, etc.Productive conversationsBe curious and listen for understandingKeep an open mind and defer judgmentBuild on other people’s ideasTough love - Hard on ideas, easy on people Care for yourself, others, and your communityTake care of your needs and of anyone you are caring forHonor confidentiality: keep the lesson and don’t share sensitive details.Be brave and generousHave funStay focusedRespect the clockRemember expected outcomesAgree to realistic commitments Let’s make the most of our time togetherTake a deep breath, you are not aloneAsk questions, we will get you answersShare your thoughts and feelings with each otherCo-own the experience - Tell the hosts or presenters if something isn’t working or can be improved



Learn together about:
- what is virtual coaching
- virtual venues
- how to prepare for a virtual coaching session
- how to respond to common virtual challenges
- additional resources  for online coaching

This is the first in a series of webinars.  We need your input 
(at the end) on what other topics interest you!

Session Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



This Presentation

1. Introduction (15 min)
2. What is virtual coaching? (5 min)
3. Where will you meet (virtual venue)? (5 min)
4. What do you need to do before the meeting? (10 min)
5. What are the most common virtual coaching 

challenges and how can I solve them? (15 min)
6. Closing Remarks / Next Steps (10 min)



The current pandemic has brought a lot of changes and 
complications with it.

○ Please click on pollev.com/fierybird743 and answer a few short questions.

* If texting, texting fierybird743 to 223333 will take you to the poll.
* If your response if multiple words, put dashes (-) between words.

Icebreaker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s do an ice-breaker so you can see how you can incorpórate different tools such as polling systems. Click on the link provided in the chat box, it Will lead you to a poll which has several questions. Once you’ve answered the first question, leave it open, because we Will continue using it trhoughout the prsentation today.We are using Poll Everywhere (https://www.polleverywhere.com/)

http://pollev.com/fierybird743


Results of Icebreaker - Session 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first question is: How are you feeling right now? You will see in the presentation that your responses get recorded onto the slide. This is because we are using a Chrome plugin for Poll Everywhere that works within Google Slides.



Results of Icebreaker - Session 2



Results of Icebreaker - Session 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second question is: In a few words, how are you feeling right now? Again, because we are using a plug in, you can see the words showing up live on our slide. While some words are bigger, which in word clouds usually means more people mentioned them, here we are not fully certain that is the logic used by the system. 



Results of Icebreaker - Session 2





Results of Icebreaker - Session 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our third question is: Where are you calling from? Simply point to the map and results get shown on the slide.�



Results of Icebreaker - Session 2



Now, think of someone in your life (can be someone who is alive 
or who has already moved on), who taught you something that 
helps you be a good conservation coach. 

Now we will beam you right into this presentation! Follow the link 
we provide in the chat box. Pick one sticky note (a rectangle) and 
write your response inside: Who are you grateful for? What did 
they teach you?

Icebreaker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the chat panel we will share an open link to the Google Slides we are using in this presentation (requiring no login), and participants will “grab a post-it”, write thei name of the person they are grateful for and one thing they are grateful for. 



My kids who dont complain 
with our lifstyle or travel

Results of Icebreaker - Session 1

My facilitator who taught be 
not to be scared of silence!

Journey of Faciltiation 
Course at Univ. of 
Wisconscin, Madison

My partner who teaches 
me to be more like Winnie 

the Pooh

Francisca Carcelen show 
how to work with people 
and being respecful to 

differencies

My mentee who is being 
very courageous in making 

changes in adjusting her 
career focus

my old portuguese teacher 
for taking me to the parks 

in Brazil, teaching me 
about nature when I was 6.

My aunt.. patience and 
empathy -Mafer Cepeda

Jora taught me to be 
patient

Cristina taught me to be 
patient, ask good 

questions, and suspect my 
judgment!

Dan Salzer gave me an 
appreciation for the 

importance of conservation 
planning & why it is so 

important

Jamie - patience & 
leadership

Yoga instructor in Thailand 
to center myself

My mentor  who taught me 
the power of a good 

strategic plan

My mentor Jeff that told 
me: be a coach!

Phil Miller - teaching me 
that everyone has a voice, 

get everyone to talk 
THANKS!

My career coaches to show 
me how to navigate 

through difficult situations

My Mum for encouragng 
me to try harder and think 

out of the box

My sister, who introduced 
me to mindfulness

Yvette, my old boss. Listen 
and focus

My mentor Pierrot: we are 
all the same community

Colleague Robert for 
teaching me that Africans 
have an oral culture and 

dont respond well to 
emails.



OIM for being a fabulous 
OS mentor.

Results of Icebreaker - Session 1

My father’s mother. She 
taught me to make the best 

of ecah situation

Steffen told me to be 
patience

“Supercharge your heart” 
for your workshop 

participants

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the chat panel we will share an open link to the Google Slides (requiring no login), and we participants will “grab a post-it”, write their name and one thing they are grateful for. 



Dr Kate Chandler - Every 
day is a new start and a 

new chance.

Icebreaker

Robert Braclay - -
presentation, st, George 

Wallace - it is important to 
learn

Guillermo Placci
He taught about monitoring 

in OS

my dad - we are all 
connected

My Grandmother -
perseverence

Grandfather, taught me 
patience & respect for 

learning processes

My Mummy, taught me to 
keep learning all through my 

life <3

My father to be a good 
listener

My High-SchoolScience 
Teacher taught me to be 
curious about nature and 

ecosystem

My friend Shaun - he 
shows us how to share 
knowledge respectfully and 
with patience

My dad taught me how to 
be patient

A Brazilian consultant in a 
world Bank workshop

M&D keep my eyes open

Late aunty taught me to 
respect for different global 
cultures as well as cross 
cultural communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the chat panel we will share an open link to the Google Slides (requiring no login), and we participants will “grab a post-it”, write their name and one thing they are grateful for. 



Icebreaker

Professor - Taught me to 
communicate clearly

Jora Young. Taught me to 
listen carefully

Guillermo Placci
FOS

Organization of ideas with 
respect , confidence in the 

process

Beatrice Ungard (?) -
adaptive leadership and 

how to ask great questions

Sally  taught me to think 
logically and question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the chat panel we will share an open link to the Google Slides (requiring no login), and we participants will “grab a post-it”, write their name and one thing they are grateful for. 



Icebreaker

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the chat panel we will share an open link to the Google Slides (requiring no login), and we participants will “grab a post-it”, write their name and one thing they are grateful for. 



Coaching techniques used when the coach and 
team(s) can’t meet in person

What is Virtual Coaching?

• How is it different to coach a team virtually?

• What type of virtual coaching meetings are you 
holding or planning to hold?



• Short, intense sessions to address specific steps 
of the Conservation Standards

• Greater interaction (relative to e-mail or written 
review) for peer review, peer assistance or 
when refining CS components

• Can bring teams together that otherwise 
wouldn’t have a chance to interact and learn 
from one another

• More, shorter meetings can make scheduling 
easier to advance a process

Benefits of Virtual Coaching

Lower 
carbon 
footprint

Coaches can assist multiple teams

Project Team in Ecuador

Project Team in Colombia

Project Team in BrazilCoach in Argentina



Link to a table comparing a few virtual platforms
Disclaimer: we’re not advertising any specific program… 

Where will you meet?

The new 
Google 
Hangouts
Meet

ADOBE CONNECT

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1z3N5TOOErYjVjx1tZl672XltMt4c1Oa2gvrG4ZIYGlc/edit#gid=0


What Do You Need to Do Before the Meeting?

Prepare, Prepare, Prepare!

Link to resources for that session
Link to Brainstorming Conservation Targets in Jamboard 
(Google whiteboard)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the work that goes into a successful meeting or workshop happens before the workshop.  Preparing for virtual sessions takes more time than preparing for an in-person session.It is critical to develop a detailed agenda. We find it helpful to put the agenda onto a Google Site (or GoogleDoc), to centralize information about the meeting in one place and give participants access to links to presentations and products.  The agenda should define:	- what are the desired outcomes of the meeting or workshop?	- how much time do you need for each part of the agenda and who needs to participate? (organize sessions of up to 1.5 hours each, no more than 3 hours per day)	- how will you facilitate each part of the agenda? 

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1AVaTS1ugErDL0rk1xdSvZnzNmC-40DaFITgCX8m7qQY/viewer?f=6


What Do You Need to Do Before the Meeting?

Consider:  How will you enable 
participants to add content and 
participate? How will you document 
your work?

– Whiteboarding software 
(Mural, Jamboard) - link 
to Mural for playing

– Google sites & docs, 
Miradi (but not as 
interactive) & Miradi Share

https://app.mural.co/invitation/mural/fos2078/1588279807176?sender=marcia4514&key=e3059fcb-fa59-42c9-b508-e12712d658b1


What Do You Need to Do Before the Meeting?

Consider: How will you keep people engaged?

Use a poll to get rapid feedback

Incorporate virtual energizers

Put participants into virtual breakout rooms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Put them into small breakout groups, so that everyone gets a chance to speak (using Zoom, Adobe Connect, or multiple webinar links)Conduct a poll to get rapid feedback from participantsIncorporate virtual energizers



What Do You Need to Do Before the Meeting?

To avoid problems with technology:

• Provide instructions ahead of time on how to connect

• Spend a few minutes at the beginning of the meeting:

– getting everyone comfortable with the 
platform (e.g., Zoom, GoToMeeting)  

– letting them play with any interactive tools 
(e.g., GoogleDocs, Jamboard whiteboard)



Some Common Challenges and Solutions

How much time can you keep people online?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenge: How much time can you keep people online? Some solutions: Start on time and limit webinars to 90 min (60 min is preferable) Don't schedule on Friday afternoonEverything takes much longer than you think!



Some Common Challenges and Solutions

It’s harder to keep people engaged

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenge: It’s harder to keep people engagedSome solutions:Have camera on whenever possibleBe more "lively" to counter the dulling effect of virtual voice.Keep things interactive - use polls, share "presenter" status for specific topics, etc.Manage time. Give verbal cues such as, “We want to spend about 10 minutes on this,” or, “Let’s hear ideas from 1-2 more people and then we’ll need to move on.”Use virtual breakout rooms as appropriateDo meaningful icebreakers, and break the ice with humor, try to make people more comfortable speaking upDo energizers Ask teams to comment on one another's work before facilitator/coach provides feedback.Coach should provide guidance on what to look for when assessing other teams' work.Do a round robin to ensure feedback or call on people or require a later response (as an incentive to stay engaged)Allow for space, don’t cram too much in and make space for uncomfortable silences and pauses to let people reflect and give a chance to speak up if they wantUse direct, specific (not open-ended) questions and votingSet aside time for responses via chat boxHave a 2nd facilitator monitor voting, hand-raising, chat box, etc.Use visual aids to keep people on the same page and focused (e.g., Google Earth)When closing, it is nice to hear everyone’s voice. You can ask a closing question or have all say goodbye. If you are running against time, you can speed things up and ask people to contribute through the chat. If time is short or people are fatigued, it is alright to end early and say “thanks for your contributions, let’s stop here for today”. 



Some Common Challenges and Solutions

Overwhelmed feeling you have 
to facilitate, check the chat-
box and address technical 
issues all by yourself?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenge: Overwhelmed as a coach feeling you have to facilitate, check the chat-box and address technical issues?Some solutions: Get a co-pilot, to help your prepare for the meeting, help with co-facilitation, notes, etc. Having someone focus on the technology, chat responses + someone focusing on facilitation can be really helfpul.



Some Common Challenges and Solutions

• What other challenges have you encountered? 
• What solutions can we share?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s hear from you, what challenges have you faced or where do you get stuck when coaching teams virtually?And let’s share some solutions that have worked for us all.



• Mural’s Definitive Guide to Facilitating Remote Workshops

• Lessons Learned From Hosting a Virtual Conference

• Online Meeting Resources Toolkit for Facilitators
• A table comparing a few virtual platforms (help us add content)

• Possible Solutions to Common Challenges in Virtual Coaching - CCNet & 
CMP (help us add challenges & solutions)

Closing Remarks: A Few Recommended Resources

https://www.mural.co/ebook
https://medium.com/agile-government-leadership/lessons-learned-from-hosting-a-virtual-conference-18a1a73d10b8
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l8JFvgVzyU8Ov5s6UpDHnmKhE-CjenZzEEmjlosUBEw/edit#heading=h.gjdgxs
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1z3N5TOOErYjVjx1tZl672XltMt4c1Oa2gvrG4ZIYGlc/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10rMFYrqILznXC1ZyvgtofEefyC6HoxJIb2wB8_IaHdM/edit?usp=sharing


Please click again on pollev.com/fierybird743

Closing Remarks: Topics of Interest to You?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please click on the poll which you left open, or if you closed it, we are providing the link again in the chat panel.Tell us: What are your top 2 priorities for subsequent trainings on virtual coaching?

http://pollev.com/fierybird743


Priorities - Both Sessions



Priorities - Session 2



If you have virtual coaching experience you’d like to share, please grab a 
sticky and provide your name, email and the skills you could share.

Session 1: Topics of Interest to You?

Name:
Email: 
Skill: 

Name:
Email: 
Skill: 

Name:
Email: 
Skill: 

Name:
Email: 
Skill: 

Name:
Email: 
Skill: 

Name:
Email: 
Skill: 

Name:
Email: 
Skill: 

Name:
Email: 
Skill: 

Name:
Email: 
Skill: 

Name:
Email: 
Skill: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our last question was: please help us if you have expertise and would like to collaborate in future webinars. For privacy reasons we are not showing responses.



Thanks for joining us!

Gracias!!
thank you!!!!!!
we need 
more!!!!

Great job 
and 
resources!!



Group Photo - Session 1

clasch
Sticky Note
This tip was shared by one of the session participants. Early in the session ask all to turn on their video for a group photo. This way all can see each other, even if later one some need to turn off their camera. 



Group Photo - Session 2
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